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ABSTRACT 

The CDF collaboration has measured the differential elnscic cross section dln,~ldt. the single ditlract,ion dissociation 
double diiTerentid cross se&m d2a,dldM2dt and the tot,al inelasric cross section for anliproton-proton collisions ar 
center of mass energies A=546 and 1800 GeV. Data for this measurement have been collected in short dedicated 
runs during the 1988-1989 data taking period of CDF. TI ,e elh~tic scattering slope is 15.?8 z+ 0.58 (16.98 i 0.?5) 
GeV-’ at fi = 546 (1800) GeV. Using the luminosity independent method (1 + p’)ar is measured to be 62.64 i 0,95 
(81.83 zt 2.?9) mb at 6 = 546 (1800) GeV. A.:. ~soming p = 0.15 the classic, total and single diffraction cross scctiona 
are bei = 12.87 i 0.30, PT = 61.26 f 0.93 and urd = 7.89 f 0.33 ml, jc~ci = 19.70 i 0.85, r~ = 80.03 i 2.24 and 
om = 9.46 i 0.44 mb) at fi = 54G (1800) GeV. 

Experimental Method 

The luminosity-independent method is based on the 
siinultaneous measurement of dR,j/dt, the elastic sca,l,- 
tering rate as a function of the four-momentunl t,rnMfer- 
squared (t), and of the total inelastic rate R;,,. The 

f,or,al cross section is then derived as 07 = w 

“~~,~$~’ where p is the ratio of the real to imaginary 
part of the forward elastic scattering amplitude. 

The CDF detector has been described in deta~il in[l]. 
For this measurement, the CDF tracking system was 
supplemented with a small angle magnetic spectrom- 
et,er in the accelerator tunnel and forward telescopes 
(close to the central detector. The spectromet,er pro- 
vided detection and angle measurement of elasdically 
scattered p and @> and momentum analysis of t,he re- 
coiling J? The telescopes extended the detector accep- 
t,ance for inelastic fragments to ]q] 5 6.7. The trigger 
covered 3.2 5 171 < 6.7 on each side of the interact,ion 
region (East and West). 4 complete description of the 
;trymratus and of the data analysis can be found in[Z]. 

Elastic Scattering 

.\ first selection removed triggers due to satellite 
Ibunches and high multiplicity events due to beam losse) 
and interactions in the beam pipe Since traject,orirs 
on each side were measured in nlc~re then one det,ec- 
tar. multiple tracks ambiguities could be resolved by 
rchoosing the pair with best collinearity. The fina, nam- 
pie was obtained applying - 4~ cuts on the t,rack in- 
pwt parameters and collinearity. The residual back- 
ground contamination (- 0.5%) was statistically sub- 
tracted from the data dR,,/dt dist,ribution. The elastic 
slope h,~ and the optical point A = dR,Jd&o were de- 

lived by fit.t,ing to the data the exponential form .-I .thcr’. 
The fit, yielded b,, = 15.28 i II.58 (16.98 i 0.24) GeV-’ 
at. 6 = 54R (1800) C:eV. In order to obtain the ;\ and 
R,,. rlat,u at, fi = 546 GeV have been refitted with the 
addiaionnl requirements b,i = l.j.35*0.20 GeV’, as ill- 
dicar~ed II? t,he more precise I;A4 and U.A4/2 ~l~easu~c- 
1uenr[3]. The st,atistical error on A was 1.2Y0 (:I.U%) at 
fi = 34li [IXOO) C&V. The various SOUKPF of s!~srrlrl- 
atical Errol contributed a total additional 0.5%: uncer- 
tainf,y on .4 and 0.3% on b,, at both energies. .<wxning 
an s-dependence of the slope b,, = b; +2a’ In(s/s,,). the 
dat,a at ,,&=.+I6 and 1800 GeV yield a’=0.34+0.UT. :I 
fit including also the ISR dat,a yields a’=U.26iU.O.?. 

Inelastic Non-Diffractive cross section 

The t.ot,al inelastic rate has been obtained by lllea- 
suring sepuately its diffractive a,nd non-diffractive con- 
ponents. Inelastic non-diffractive events were triggered 
by t,he Il’esl East coincidence. which detect,rd more 
t,ham 98% of t,he inelastic non-diffractive events RII~ 
t,he higil-mass tail of the single diffraction dissociol,ion. 
hIost. bxkground was removed wit,h time of flight (cut,s 
a,nd lb?; Ilsing t,he CDF vertex chamber l,o rag [‘rricle 
ihowr~j originat,ing upstream of the interacti region 
111 r,he relnaining events, tracks and trigger c:ou~lter tini- 
iug illfow~a~tio~a xere combined to obtain thy :-~li~triI~~I+ 
fion of t,llp evenr vatices. Comparison of t,his (lilt ri- 
Ib\lfiol, wit,h l,hose from Monte C&lo siruulatiull and 
Srom a sample of tagged background showed 110 residual 
Ibackground at, fi = 546 GeV, and a small c:onlalllillzi- 
t,ion [- 10%) at 1800 C;e\‘, which was statisl,icall?j -III>- 
arxted. The simulation was also used t,o estimaw tllr 
corrections for even& wit:hout a valid wxws (< O.iX) 
or lost due to the partial angular coverage of tie r,risg?r 
(^. I%#), 



Sir& Diffractive Dissociation 

Single diffractive events are characterized hy t,he pres. 
u~ce of a quasi-elastic recoil antiproton with a differen- 
vial distribution sharply peaked at both small angles 
and small diffracted masses Mz zz dm with 

i’ = PplPam- These events w’ere triggered by the co- 
incidence of proton fragments on the East side of t,he 
interaction region and of an antiprot,on on the \Vest 
side of t,he spectrometer. Good event.s were selected as 
in the elastic and inelastic non-diffractive triggers, hy 
requiring the validation of both the antiproton ttajrc- 
tow and the event vertex. The background contami- 
K&,1 (< 1% at 4 = 546 GeV, - 1% at 1800 GeV) 
was statistically subtracted from t.he recoil d2N/dMzdt 
distribution. 

The single diffraction dissociation contributiou was 
estimated by fitting the d’N/dM:dt distribution of t,he 
data with the standard triple-Pomeron Regge formula. 
.issuming a linear Pomeron trajectory, op(t) = 1 + 
! + a’i. the PPP form becomes d’o,d/dM:dt = G(0) 
(a/so)’ elbo+2~‘i,,(l/V:l)( (s/J~?)L+‘, 11, order to a<;. I 
c”unt for the non-diffractive contribution a,t I 2, (1.85, 

t,he empirical term d=n,,dldEdt = I (1 - x)’ eh ’ was 
added. The total single diffractive rate was oht,a,ined hy 
int~egrating the fitted distribution over the full momen- 
I,IIIII transfer in the diffraction region 1.5 GeV’ < A(,? < 
0~1.5s. and multiplying by a factor of two to account for 
t,l~e dissociation of the antipr”t,on. The contrihut.iou 1,” 
the toaal inelastic rate, R;,, was integrated after remov- 
ing the events which also gave a West. East trigger. In 
the fit we assumed a’=O.25 GeV-? in order t,” reduce 
the lumber of free parameters. Fit results are list,ed 
in Table 1. The Regge form of the diffractive slope 

Table 1: Fit results 
Js (c&V) 546 1800 
IT,~ [mb) 7.89iO.33 9.46fO.44 
C(O)(s/so)’ (mb/GeV’) 3.55*0.35 ?.53fO.43 

i” (c&V-*) 
o.izrio.011 o.l?9*o,LuL’ 

i.,*ox 4.2*0.,5 
on., imbl l.?fO.? 5*0.5 
I (mb/CeV’) 537t;;; ,(&;: 

6’ (Cev-y ,o.“*t1.5 i.3*1.0 
0.71*0.?2 0.10zt0 16 

b,,, = b. + 0.5 GeV-? In(z/,cr,?) fits well our da,& at 
each energy, hut with different bo’s. This could he a, 
~mnsequence of the fact that, low masses (A{; <I? Ge\“) 
have steeper slopes than those given by such formula,. 
By t.aking into account a possible ztO.1 GeV-’ UIKPI- 
t,a,inty on a’, and possible contributions from t,rajoct”- 
liei ot,her than the Pomeron, final systematic errors “11 

c and ho BIG obt,ained: 6~ = iO.011 and 6bo = ztl.5 
GeV-? at bot,h energies. The overall systematical error 
on o.*~ due t,” Iuncertainties on f and on o’ is < I’&. 

Combining t.he elastic and inelastic rates, we “bt,ain 
(I+$) ,UT= li2.G4+0.9.5 and ?Il.d3+2.29 mb ar &=ilii 
and IX00 GeV respectively. Assuming p=O.li. our re- 
sults for the tota,l cross section are 61.26f0.93 mh at 
AZ.546 sod X0.0312.24 mb at fi=lSOO GeV. 

The elastic scattering cross sections are 12.87 *0.30 
(19.iO f 0.85) mb at ,&546 (1800) GeV. From t,he 
eiwtic and t,otal cross section values we derive the ra- 
tio r = u~~/uT. = 0.210 i 0.002 (0.246 + 0.004). The 
continuing rise of r up t,o J;=lSOO GeV is in quali- 
utivc agreement with optical models predictions. but 
st~ill far below the asymptotic regime of black-disk mas- 
imllm absorption at which r=O.5. However~ the cenbral 
opayr~e~~~~~s of t,he nucleon. has increased from II.36 at 
t,he ISR f,” U.492*O.OOX at &la00 GeV and is close 
to the unirxity bound of 0.5 corresponding to co~nplete 
a,hs”rptiou at zero impact parameter. 

The total inelastic cross se&ions are measuwd to lbe 
4839iO~GG (130.3311.40) mb at ,,‘?=546 (INO) GeV. 
Siogle diffrxtion dissociation contributes with i.89 + 
11.33 (9.46 f 0.44) mb. In terms of single-Pomrrotl es- 
<change. bhr pp t,otal cross section. Q, hehaves at. high 
r,,erg,irs as sO.(W’ = 9. From our mea~u~,nrnt~ of 
rT at q’k546 and J&l800 we derive < = 0.112 i- 
0.013. In good agreement with the average i-value 
1).123~0.010f0.011 obtained from the single diffrartiou 
AI,?-dependence at, our two energies. In terms of triple- 
Pomeron exchange, when using e = 0.112 fU.013 (from 
the rise of a~) and bo = 6.0 GeVe2 (average over our 
two energies), the value of a,d=i.89iO.33 mb meaured 
at &=.546 extrapok&s to r,d = 13.910.9 at &= 1800. 
where we measure bad = 9.46f0.44 mb. This indicat,es 
tha.t large screening corrections have to be introduced 
in order t,o save t.he traditional supercritical Pot~~rron 
model. 
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